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On her two full-length albums, Playin’ Me and Wait ‘Til Night, Hyperdub
signee Cooly G is a post-dubstep soul singer. On her EPs, however, she’s
a dancefloor purist. Those who fell in love with G’s more pop-oriented
work might have no use for her latest EP Armz House; this is a record
designed exclusively for the club. DJs will likely love it, and it’s sure to
move some bodies. But it’s hard to imagine anyone putting this EP on for
a casual listen.

Armz House alternates between house and techno inspired pieces
(“Trippin B,” “Waybay”) and dubstep tracks similar to those on her earlier
Dub Organiser EP series (“Booboo,” “Flange City,” “Horrors In The
Dance”). What melody is present is confined to short, repeated figures,
like the trappy motif on “Trippin B” and the effected synth that gives
“Flange City” its name. One of the most irresistible qualities of her full-lengths, particularly the excellent Playin’ Me,
was the gorgeous chords she used. They’re nowhere to be found on Armz House, except for a few fleeting seconds
in the bowels of “Horrors In The Dance.”

But G hasn’t completely given up her idiosyncrasies to create this dancefloor package. G’s work has always had a
sensual undercurrent, and there’s plenty of libido buried beneath this EP’s mechanical, functional exterior. The first
sound of the record is an orgasmic moan, and the “I wanted you/ baby baby baby baby” refrain of “Booboo” leaves no
doubt that the song’s title refers to a lover. She doesn’t use the kissy-noise watermark she employed on Dub
Organiser anymore, but a wet drum noise that sounds an awful lot like a kiss shows up on “Flange City” and
“WayBay.”

These are solid dance tracks, but for the most part, they’re not particularly listenable outside the club. Most of these
tracks are made up of only a handful of basic elements. The exception is “Horrors in the Dance,” which features a
sitar, a crude vocal sample and what sounds like a convenience-store door chime. Along with Marc Perrineau
collaboration “WayBay,” which builds a great sense of tension, none of these tracks are very compelling on their own.

This isn’t a particularly good release by G’s standards. The entire Dub Organiser series amounts to 107 minutes of
music, and all the individual EPs are at least as good as Armz House. Those tracks were itchy and mysterious, great
dance music but also fun on their own, and they seemed carefully thought out. On Armz House, it’s worth wondering
whether G actually had a fully sketched-out idea for “Flange City” in her head or if she was just fucking around with a
flange effect and decided to half-heartedly coax a track out of it. This is by no means an essential listen. But it should
fit nicely into a few DJ sets.
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